We prove that every graph of girth at least ve which admits an embedding in the Klein bottle is 3-colorable. This solves a problem raised by Woodburn, and complements a result of Thomassen who proved the same for projective planar and toroidal graphs.
INTRODUCTION
The motivation for this paper goes back to the following classical result of Gr otzsch 5].
(1.1) Every triangle-free loopless planar graph is 3-colorable.
Until the recent work of Thomassen 8] , this was regarded as a very di cult theorem. Thomassen in his paper not only found an easier proof, but also extended the theorem. To discuss Thomassen's extension, we need to make two remarks. First, it is easy to show that a minimal counterexample to (1.1) has no facial cycle of length four. (Paths and cycles have no \repeated" vertices.) Indeed, suppose that G is a minimal counterexample to (1.1) , and that C is a facial cycle in G with vertex-set fv 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 ; v 4 g (in order). Let G 13 be the graph obtained from G by identifying v 1 and v 3 , and let G 24 be de ned analogously. It is easy to see that one of G 13 , G 24 , say G 13 , is loopless and triangle-free. But G 13 has a 3-coloring by the minimality of G, and this 3-coloring gives rise to a 3-coloring of G, a contradiction. Thus every minimal counterexample to (1.1) has no facial cycle of length four. In fact, Thomassen was able to strengthen (1.1) in such a way that a minimal counterexample to the stronger result has no cycles of length less than ve. The strengthening is stated below as (3.2) .
By a surface we mean a compact 2-dimensional manifold. By a drawing ? in a surface S we mean a graph drawn in S (without crossings). If G is isomorphic to ? as an abstract graph, we say that ? is a drawing of G. Our second observation is that (1.1) does not extend to other surfaces. For example, the Gr otzsch's graph 1], or, more generally, every graph obtained from an odd cycle by means of the Mycielski's construction 1, Section 8.5] is loopless, triangle-free, and yet has a drawing in every surface other than the sphere.
The girth of a graph is the length of the shortest cycle, or in nity if the graph has no cycles. In light of the above two remarks it seems reasonable to study 3-colorability of drawings of girth at least ve in nonplanar surfaces. Strengthening results of Kronk and White 7] and proving a conjecture of Kronk 6] , Thomassen 8] established the following result.
(1.2) Every drawing of girth at least ve in the projective plane or in the torus is 3-colorable.
The purpose of this article is to answer a question of Woodburn 10] by proving that the same result holds for drawings in the Klein Bottle, formally as follows.
(1.3) Every drawing of girth at least ve in the Klein bottle is 3-colorable.
In fact, we prove a more general result, stated as (2.1) below | a characterization of 3-colorable Klein bottle drawings with no null-homotopic cycle of length three or four.
It is clear that (1.3) does not generalize to all surfaces, but it is tempting to conjecture the following variation of the main result of 9]. We say that a graph G is 4-critical if it is not 3-colorable, but Gne is 3-colorable for every edge e 2 E(G).
(1.4) Conjecture. For every surface S there are only nitely many 4-critical drawings in S that have girth at least ve. Fisk and Mohar 3] showed that this holds with ve replaced by six, and Youngs 11] showed that even for the projective plane this is not true with ve replaced by four. Incidentally, Youngs' result led to the following elegant characterization of 3-colorable triangle-free projective graphs by Gimbel and Thomassen 4] . We say that a drawing in a surface S is a quadrangulation of S if every face is bounded by a cycle of length four.
(1.5) A projective planar graph of girth at least four is 3-colorable if and only if it has no subgraph isomorphic to a quadrangulation of the projective plane.
It would be interesting to decide if there is a polynomial-time algorithm to test, for a xed surface S, whether an input loopless triangle-free drawing in S is 3-colorable. For the projective plane such an algorithm can be derived from (1.5). The following question seems relevant.
(1.6) Problem. Let S be an orientable surface. Does there exist an integer q = q (S) such that every drawing G in S of girth at least four with the property that every nonnullhomotopic cycle in G has length at least q is 3-colorable?
For nonorientable surfaces the answer is negative by (1.5) .
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce notation needed to state the main result. In the following two sections we prove some auxiliary lemmas. In Section 5 we prove that a minimal counterexample to our main theorem has a face with some nice properties, and we use the existence of such a face in Section 6 to complete the proof.
MAIN RESULT
All graphs in this paper are nite, and may have loops and parallel edges. By a coloring of a graph G we mean proper coloring; that is, a function mapping V (G) into some set such that (u) 6 = (v) for every pair of adjacent vertices u; v 2 V (G). A coloring is a 3-coloring if the range of is f1; 2; 3g. Throughout this paper, will denote a ( xed) Klein bottle. Thus can be regarded as being obtained from a sphere by removing the interiors of two disjoint closed disks, and identifying diagonally opposite points on the boundary of each of the two disks. This construction is known as \adding two crosscaps to a sphere". In our pictures the two disks will be indicated by asterisks.
A cycle in a drawing is null-homotopic if it bounds a disk. In 8] Thomassen proved (1.2) by showing the 3-colorability of all projective planar and toroidal loopless drawings with no null-homotopic cycle of length three or four. Thus he permitted cycles of lengths three or four, as long as they were not null-homotopic. This strengthening was crucial for his inductive proof. Unfortunately, the analogous statement for the Klein bottle is false, as shown by the drawings F 0 , F 1 and F 2 depicted in Figure 1 . In fact, as the three drawings suggest, there is an in nite family of counterexamples, which we now de ne formally.
A cycle C in a drawing in a surface S is separating if S?C has at least two components.
We wish to de ne a family F of drawings in with two distinguished edges, called the special edges, each forming a chord of a separating cycle of length four. The de nition is recursive. We de ne that F 0 de ned in Figure 1 belongs to F, and that its special edges are v 1 v 3 and v 2 v 4 . Now suppose that a drawing F belongs to F, and let e be a special edge with ends x 1 and x 3 forming a chord of a separating cycle C with vertex-set fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g in order. Let f be the other special edge, and let F 0 be obtained from F by the operation indicated in Figure 2 . More precisely, the portion of the drawing in the component of ? C that contains e is changed as indicated in Figure 2 , while the portion that belongs to the other component of ? C remains unchanged. Then we de ne that F 0 with special edges uv and f belongs to F. Thus F 0 ; F 1 ; F 2 2 F. Every member of F has no null-homotopic cycle of length less than ve, and yet is not 3-colorable. Fortunately, those are the only such drawings in , as we shall see. We say that a drawing G in is F-free if there is no subdrawing G 0 of G and a homeomorphism of mapping a member of F onto G 0 . Now we are ready to state our main result.
(2.1) Every loopless F-free drawing in with no null-homotopic cycle of length three or four is 3-colorable.
The proof of (2.1) will occupy the remainder of the paper. For future convenience we de ne a minimal counterexample to be a loopless F-free drawing G in such that G has no null-homotopic cycle of length less than ve, G is not 3-colorable, and every loopless F-free drawing H in with no null-homotopic cycle of length less than ve and jV (H)j + jE(H)j < jV (G)j + jE(G)j is 3-colorable. Thus our objective is to show that no minimal counterexample exists.
LEMMAS
In this section we state results of Thomassen, and Erd os, Rubin and Taylor that we shall need later. We begin with an easy lemma.
(3.1) Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then G has no parallel edges and no vertices of degree less than three.
The following is a result of Thomassen 8] .
(3.2) Let G be a planar graph of girth at least 5, and let C be a facial cycle of length at most nine. Then any 3-coloring of Gn(V (G) ? V (C)) can be extended to a 3-coloring of G, unless C has length nine and GnV (C) has a vertex joined to three vertices of C, which have three distinct colors.
We deduce the following corollary. Proof. Let C be a separating cycle in G of length four, and let 1 ; 2 be the closures of the two components of ? C. For i = 1; 2 let G i be the subdrawing of G induced by all vertices and edges of G that belong to i , let fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g be the vertex-set of C (in order), and suppose for a contradiction that both G 1 and G 2 have fewer vertices than G. Thus G 1 ; G 2 have 3-colorings, say 1 and 2 , by the minimality of G. By permuting the colors we may assume that 1 (x 1 ) = 2 (x 1 ) = 1 and that 1 (x 2 ) = 2 (x 2 ) = 2. If 1 (x 3 ) = 2 (x 3 ) = 1 and 1 (x 4 ) = 2 (x 4 ) = 2, then 1 and 2 can be combined to yield a 3-coloring of G, a contradiction. Thus we may assume that 2 (x 3 ) = 3, in which case it follows that 2 (x 4 ) = 2.
Let G 0 1 be the drawing in obtained from G 1 by adding an edge with ends x 1 and x 3
in such a way that fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g does not include the vertex-set of a null-homotopic cycle in G 0 1 of length three. In other words, the new edge is inserted as the edge x 1 x 3 in the lefthand side of Figure 2 . Then G 0 1 is clearly loopless. It follows that no null-homotopic cycle in G 0 1 uses the new edge, and hence G 0 1 has no null-homotopic cycle of length less than ve.
We deduce that G 0 1 is not F-free, for otherwise it would be 3-colorable by the minimality of G, and yet a 3-coloring of G 0 1 can be combined with 2 to produce a 3-coloring of G, a contradiction. Thus we may assume that some subdrawing F 0 1 of G 0 1 belongs to F. Since G 0 1 has no null-homotopic cycle of length less than ve, we deduce that C is a subgraph of F 0 1 and that the new edge x 1 x 3 belongs to F 0 1 . We deduce that 1 (x 4 ) 6 = 2, because 1 is a 3-coloring of F 0 1 nx 1 x 3 . Thus 1 (x 4 ) = 3, and hence 1 (x 3 ) = 1. Let G 0 2 be de ned analogously by adding an edge with ends x 2 and x 4 to G 2 . Similarly as above we deduce that we may assume that some subdrawing F 0 2 of G 0 2 belongs to F, that C is a subgraph of F 0 2 and that the new edge x 2 x 4 belongs to F 0 2 . Now the union of F 0 1 nx 1 x 3 and F 0 2 nx 2 x 4 is isomorphic to a member of F, contrary to the assumption that G is F-free. Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample, and suppose for a contradiction that C is a separating cycle in G of length four. Let 1 ; 2 be the closures of the two components of ? C, and let fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g be the vertex-set of C in order. By (4.3) we may assume that the interior of 2 includes no vertices of G. Since G is F-free it follows from (3.5) that one of the pairs x 1 ; x 3 and x 2 ; x 4 are not adjacent in G, and so from the symmetry we may assume that x 2 and x 4 are not adjacent. Let G 00 be the drawing obtained from G by adding an edge with ends x 2 and x 4 in such a way that fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g does not include the vertex-set of a null-homotopic triangle in G 00 . This is possible, because the interior of 2 includes at most one edge of G, and if it includes one, then that edge has ends x 1 and x 3 . Let G 0 be obtained from G 00 nx 1 x 2 nx 2 x 3 by contracting the edge x 2 x 4 . Then G 0 is clearly loopless.
We claim that G 0 has no null-homotopic cycle of length less than ve. To prove this claim suppose to the contrary that it does. Since G has no such cycles we deduce that G 00 nx 1 x 2 nx 2 x 3 has a null-homotopic cycle C 00 of length at most ve that uses the edge x 2 x 4 . Further, it follows that x 1 is adjacent to x 3 , and that the edge x 1 x 3 belongs to C 00 . Thus C 00 nx 1 x 3 nx 2 x 4 is a disjoint union of two paths P 1 and P 2 , and we may assume from the symmetry that P 1 has ends x 1 and x 2 , and that P 2 has ends x 3 and x 4 . Let 00 be the closed disk bounded by C 00 ; it follows that the edges x 1 x 2 and x 3 x 4 belong to 00 . We deduce that C 00 is homotopic to the cycle obtained from P 1 by adding the edge x 1 x 2 , contrary to the fact that G has no null-homotopic cycle of length less than ve. This proves our claim that G 0 has no null-homotopic cycle of length less than ve.
Since G is F-free, it is reasonably easy to see that G 0 is F-free. Thus G 0 is 3-colorable by the minimality of G. But any 3-coloring of G 0 gives rise to a 3-coloring of G, a contradiction.
(4.5) Let G be a minimal counterexample, and let P be a path in G of length two, three or four. Let H be the drawing obtained from G by deleting all edges of E(G) ? E(P ) that are incident with internal vertices of P , and then contracting at most three edges of P .
Then H is F-free.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that H is not F-free; then we may assume that H has a subdrawing F 2 F. Thus G has a subdrawing F 0 that is obtained from F by either (i) subdividing an edge of F up to three times, or (ii) splitting a vertex of F of degree four into two vertices of degree three, joined by a path of length two or three. Since G has no separating cycle of length four by (4.4) we deduce that either F = F 0 and F 0 is obtained as in (i), or F = F 1 and F 0 is obtained as in (ii).
Let us rst assume the former. Let the vertices of F 0 be numbered as in Figure 1 ; since G has no separating cycle of length four we may assume from the symmetry that the edge that has been subdivided is v 1 v 2 . Let z 1 ; z 2 ; : : : ; z k be the new vertices so that the edge v 1 v 2 of F is replaced in F 0 by a path P with vertex-set fv 1 ; z 1 ; z 2 ; : : : ; z k ; v 2 g in order, where k 3. Then k > 0, because G has no separating cycle of length four. Each of the vertices z 1 ; z 2 ; : : : ; z k is incident with an edge of E(G) ? E(F 0 ) by (3.1). Thus at least one of the faces of F 0 incident with P has length at least eight by (3.3), and hence k 2. On the other hand k 2, for otherwise at least two of the edges of E(G) ? E(F 0 ) incident with z 1 ; z 2 ; z 3 belong to the same face, contrary to (3.3). Thus k = 2, both faces of F 0 incident with P have length eight, and each of them includes precisely one edge of E(G) ?E(F 0 ) incident with fz 1 ; z 2 g. From (3.1) and (3.3) we deduce that G is isomorphic to the drawing in Figure 3 . That drawing, however, is 3-colorable, a contradiction.
We may therefore assume that F = F 1 , and that F 0 is obtained as in (ii). There are two ways to split a vertex of degree four, but one of them preserves both separating cycles of length four, and hence F 0 arises by means of the other split. By arguing in terms of edges of E(G) ?E(F 0 ) similarly as in above paragraph, we deduce that G is isomorphic to one of the drawings depicted in Figure 4 . Each of those drawings has an even cycle with all vertices of degree three, contrary to (3.6).
(4.6) Let G be a minimal counterexample, and let P be a path in G of length two such that the edges of P are consecutive in the walk bounding a face f of G. Let H be the drawing obtained from G by identifying the ends of P along a curve in f that is xed-end-homotopic to P . Then H is F-free. Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that u 1 ; v 1 are adjacent, but u 2 ; v 2 are not. Let H be the drawing obtained from G by deleting the edges uu 1 and vv 1 , and contracting the edges uu 2 ; uv and vv 2 . Then H is clearly loopless, it is F-free by (4.5), and has no null-homotopic Proof. By (3.1) x 1 6 = x 3 . Let H be the drawing obtained by identifying x 1 and x 3 along a curve in f, xed-end-homotopic to the path with vertex-set fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 g. By (4.6) the drawing H is F-free. From (3.1) and (3.3) we deduce that H has no null-homotopic cycle of length less than ve. If H is loopless, then it is 3-colorable by the minimality of G, but every 3-coloring of H gives rise to a 3-coloring of G. Thus H has a loop, and hence x 1 is adjacent to x 3 , as desired.
(4.9) Let G be a minimal counterexample, and let C be a cycle with vertex-set fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x 6 g (in order) that bounds a face f of G. Then either x 1 is adjacent to x 3 or x 4 is adjacent to x 6 .
Proof. Let G; C; f and x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x 6 be as stated, and suppose for a contradiction that x 1 is not adjacent to x 3 and that x 4 is not adjacent to x 6 . Let H be the drawing obtained by identifying x 1 and x 3 along a simple curve in f, xed-end-homotopic to the path with vertex-set fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 g, and by identifying x 4 and x 6 along a simple curve in f, xed-endhomotopic to the path with vertex-set fx 4 ; x 5 ; x 6 g. Then H is clearly loopless. Let u be the vertex of H that results from identifying x 1 and x 3 , and let v be the vertex that results from identifying x 4 and x 6 .
We claim that H has no null-homotopic cycles of length three or four. Indeed, suppose for a contradiction that H has such a cycle, say C 0 . Then C 0 is not a cycle in G. If E(C 0 ) is the edge-set of a path in G with both ends in V (C), then E(C) E(C 0 ) includes the edge-set of a null-homotopic cycle in G of length at most six. By (3.1) the disk this cycle bounds includes an edge of G incident with x 2 or x 5 , contrary to (3.3). Thus E(C 0 ) is the union of the edge-sets of two paths in G, both with ends in fx 1 ; x 3 ; x 4 ; x 6 g. Then E(C 0 ) fx 1 x 2 ; x 2 x 3 ; x 4 x 5 ; x 5 x 6 g is the edge-set of a null-homotopic cycle in G of length at most eight, bounding an open disk . If f , then E(C 0 ) fx 3 x 4 g includes the edge-set of a null-homotopic cycle in G of length at most four, a contradiction. Thus f 6 . On the other hand, x 2 and x 5 belong to the boundary of , and hence includes an edge of G incident with x 2 , and an edge of G incident with x 5 . But by (3.3) includes no vertices and at most one edge of G. Thus x 2 and x 5 are adjacent in G, and both have degree three in G. Let J be the drawing obtained from Gnx 5 by contracting x 1 x 2 and x 2 x 3 . Then J is clearly loopless, it is F-free by (4.5), and has no null-homotopic cycles of length three or four by (3.3). Thus J is 3-colorable by the minimality of G, but every 3-coloring of J extends to a 3-coloring of G, a contradiction. This proves our claim that H has no null-homotopic cycles of length three or four.
Since every 3-coloring of H gives rise to a 3-coloring of G, we deduce from the minimality of G that H is not F-free. Thus we may assume that H has a subdrawing F 2 F. It follows that x 2 and x 5 have degree three in G. We deduce that one of u; v has degree four in F , for otherwise C is a cycle in G with all vertices of degree three, contrary to (3.6). Thus F is not isomorphic to F 0 , because every vertex of F 0 has degree three. On the other hand, F is isomorphic to F 1 and F 2 , because G has no separating cycle of length four by (4.4). Thus we may assume that F = F 1 or F = F 2 .
Assume rst that F = F 1 , and let the vertices of F 1 be numbered as in Figure 1 . Since G has no separating cycle of length four and one of u; v has degree at least four, we may assume from the symmetry that fu; vg = fv 1 ; v 2 g. But then the edge of E(G) ? E(F 0 ) incident with x 2 is parallel to an edge of C, contrary to (3.1).
Thus we may assume that F = F 2 . Let the vertices of F 2 be numbered as in Figure 1 .
Since G has no separating cycle of length four we deduce that fu; vg = fv 1 ; v 7 g. Using what we have shown above about G and F 0 it follows that G is isomorphic to the drawing depicted in Figure 5 . That drawing is 3-colorable, a contradiction. Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample, and suppose for a contradiction that C is a cycle in G with vertices x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x 6 (in order) that bounds a face f of G. By applying (4.9) three times we deduce that the subdrawing H of G induced by V (C) has at least nine edges. 2) and (4.4) . Thus G is 3-colorable by (1.2), a contradiction.
FINDING A SUITABLE FACE
A pentagon is a cycle of length ve.
(5.1) Let G be a minimal counterexample such that every face bounded by a pentagon is incident with at most three vertices of degree three. Then every face of G is bounded by a pentagon that has three vertices of degree three and two vertices of degree four.
Proof. Let G be as stated, and suppose for a contradiction that the conclusion of the lemma does not hold for G. For every vertex v of G of degree d we de ne the charge of v to be 12 ? 4d and for a face f of G of size l we de ne the charge of f to be 12 ? 2l. By Euler's formula the sum of the charges, over all vertices and faces, is nonnegative.
Every face f bounded by a pentagon has a charge of two, and, by hypothesis, is incident with at least two vertices of degree at least four. We pick two such vertices, and send one unit of charge to each of the two vertices. We do this for all faces bounded by pentagons. Thus the new charge of every face is nonpositive. Also, since a vertex of degree d 4 receives a charge of at most d, we see that the new charge of every vertex is nonpositive. However, the sum of the charges remained the same, and hence the new charge of every vertex and face is zero. This proves that every face of G is bounded either by a walk of length six with all six vertices of degree three, or by a pentagon with three degree vertices, and two degree four vertices.
Suppose for a contradiction that some face is bounded by a walk W of length six with all six vertices of degree three. By (3.6) the walk has repeated vertices, and hence it has a repeated edge, because all vertices on W have degree three. It follows that W includes a separating cycle of length four, contrary to (4.4).
(5.2) Every minimal counterexample has a face bounded by a pentagon with at least four vertices of degree three.
Proof. We use ideas from 8]. Let G be a minimal counterexample, and suppose for a contradiction that G has no face bounded by a pentagon with at least four vertices of degree three. By (5.1) every face is bounded by a pentagon with three vertices of degree three and two vertices of degree four. We claim that G has two adjacent vertices of degree four. Indeed, suppose that the claim is false. Then every vertex of degree three is adjacent to at most one vertex of degree three, because otherwise there would be a face with three consecutive degree three vertices, and the other two vertices of that face would be adjacent and of degree four, a contradiction. Thus we can color all vertices of degree four with one color, and use the remaining two colors to color vertices of degree three, contrary to the fact that G is not 3-colorable. This proves our claim that G has two adjacent vertices of degree four.
Let x 1 and x 5 be two adjacent vertices of degree four. The two faces incident with the edge x 1 x 5 are pentagons with the remaining three vertices of degree three; let the vertices of those two pentagons (in order) be x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 ; x 5 , and x 1 ; x 5 ; x 6 ; x 7 ; x 8 . For i = 1; 2; : : : ; 8 let y i be the unique neighbor of x i such that the edge x i y i is not incident with either of the two above-mentioned faces.
We distinguish two cases. Assume rst that y 1 6 = y 5 . Let G 0 be the drawing obtained from G by deleting x i for i = 2; 3; 4; 6; 7; 8, and contracting the edges x 5 y 5 and x 5 x 1 . Thus, the graph of G 0 is isomorphic to the graph obtained from the graph of G by deleting x i for i = 1; 2; : : : ; 8, and adding the edge y 1 y 5 . By (4.5) the drawing G 0 is F-free, it is clearly loopless, and by (4.1) it has no null-homotopic cycle of length three or four. Since G is a minimal counterexample, G 0 has a 3-coloring, say c. We claim that c can be extended to a 3-coloring of G. Since y 1 is adjacent to y 5 in G 0 we may assume that c(y 1 ) = 1 and c(y 5 ) = 2. If x i = x j for some i < j then i 2 f2; 3; 4g and j 2 f6; 7; 8g. Furthermore, since x i has degree three we see that in fact one of x i?1 ; x i+1 equals one of x j?1 ; x j+1 . Since G is simple, we may assume from the symmetry that the pair (x 7 ; x 8 ) equals (x 2 ; x 3 ), (x 3 ; x 4 ), or (x 4 ; x 3 ). Thus there are four subcases | either x i = x j for i 6 = j, or one of the above three cases holds. We discuss the subcases separately. Assume rst that (x 7 ; x 8 ) = (x 2 ; x 3 ).
If c(y 6 ) 6 = 2, then we set c(x 5 ) = c(y 6 ), and we color the remaining vertices in the order x 4 ; x 1 ; x 3 = x 8 ; x 2 = x 7 ; x 6 . Thus we may assume that c(y 6 ) = 2, and from the symmetry we may assume that c(y 4 ) = 2. Now we set c(x 5 ) = 1, and color the remaining vertices in the same order giving them colors 3; 3; 1; 2; 3. For the second subcase assume that (x 7 ; x 8 ) = (x 3 ; x 4 ). If c(y 2 ) 6 = 1, then we set c(x 1 ) = c(y 2 ), and color the remaining vertices in the order x 5 ; x 4 = x 8 ; x 6 ; x 3 = x 7 ; x 2 . Thus we may assume that c(y 2 ) = 1, and from the symmetry we may assume that c(y 6 ) = 2. In this case we set c(x 1 ) = 2 and color the remaining vertices in the same order using the colors 1; 3; 3; 1; 3 in order. For the third subcase we assume that (x 7 ; x 8 ) = (x 4 ; x 3 ). If c(y 2 ) 6 = 1 we set c(x 1 ) = c(y 2 ), and color the remaining vertices in the order x 5 ; x 6 ; x 4 = x 7 ; x 3 = x 8 ; x 2 . Thus we may assume that c(y 2 ) = 1, and from the symmetry we may assume that c(y 6 ) = 2. Now we set c(x 1 ) = 2, and color the remaining vertices in the same order giving them colors 3; 1; 2; 1; 3. Finally, the last subcase is that the x i are all distinct. If c(y 8 ) = 2 then we color c(x 1 ) = 2 and then color the rest of the vertices of G in the order x 2 ; x 3 ; :::; x 8 . Thus we may assume that c(y 8 ) 6 = 2, and from the symmetry we may assume that c(y 2 ) 6 = 2, c(y 4 ) 6 = 1, and c(y 6 ) 6 = 1. If c(y 8 ) = c(y 2 ) = 1 and c(y 6 ) = c(y 4 ) = 2 then we color c(x 1 ) = 2, c(x 5 ) = 1 and c(x 8 ) = c(x 2 ) = c(x 6 ) = c(x 4 ) = 3, then we can color x 3 and x 7 to get a 3-coloring of G. Thus we may assume that c(y 8 ) = 3. If c(y 2 ) = c(y 3 ) = 1 and c(y 4 ) = 2 then we color c(x 1 ) = 2, c(x 2 ) = 3, c(x 3 ) = 2 and then color the remaining vertices in the order x 8 ; x 7 ; x 6 ; x 5 ; x 4 . If y 2 , y 3 , and y 4 do not have this coloring then we color c(x 1 ) = 3 and c(x 5 ) = 1 and color the remaining vertices in the order x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 ; x 6 ; x 7 ; x 8 . This completes all four subcases, and hence proves our claim that c extends to a 3-coloring of G. That, however, contradicts the hypothesis that G is a minimal counterexample. This completes the case when y 1 6 = y 5 .
We may therefore assume that y 1 = y 5 . We claim that the edges y 1 x 1 and y 1 x 5 are not consecutive in the cyclic ordering of edges incident with y 1 . To prove this suppose to the contrary that they are consecutive. Then they are incident with a common face f. From the symmetry we may assume that x 2 is incident with f. Since f is bounded by a pentagon, we deduce that x 2 is adjacent to x 4 or x 6 , and either the edge x 4 x 5 or the edge x 5 x 6 is incident with f. Let f 0 be the face incident with the edge x 2 x 3 , opposite the face bounded by the pentagon with vertex-set fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 ; x 5 g. Then either x 3 x 2 x 6 x 7 or x 3 x 2 x 4 x 3 are subwalks of the walk W bounding f 0 . But W is a simple walk containing at most three vertices of degree three, a contradiction. This proves our claim that the edges y 1 x 1 and y 1 x 5 are not consecutive in the cyclic ordering of edges incident with y 1 . In particular, y 1 has degree four. Let x 1 ; z; x 5 ; w be the neighbors of y 1 with z and w chosen so that y 2 x 2 x 1 y 1 z is a subwalk of a walk bounding a face of G. That face is bounded by a pentagon, and so we have accounted for all of its vertices. It follows that there is a face bounded by y 8 x 8 x 1 y 1 w. Similarly, there are either faces bounded by y 4 x 4 x 5 y 1 z and y 6 x 6 x 5 y 1 w, or y 4 x 4 x 5 y 1 w and y 6 x 6 x 5 y 1 z. In the rst case let W be the closed walk x 6 x 7 x 8 y 8 wy 6 ; in the second case let W be the closed walk x 6 x 7 x 8 y 8 wy 4 x 4 x 3 x 2 y 2 zy 6 . In either case W has even length, and all its vertices have degree three in G. By (3.6) W is not a simple closed walk, and hence it has a repeated edge. But it follows that one of the faces incident with a repeated edge is incident with at least four vertices of W , contrary to the fact that every face is incident with at most three vertices of degree three.
USING THE FACE
In this section we complete the proof of (2.1). Again, we use ideas from 8]. The following will be a hypothesis common to many statements, and so to simplify exposition we give it a name. Hypothesis H. Let G be a minimal counterexample, let C 0 be a pentagon in G bounding a face f 0 , let the vertices of C in order be x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 ; x 5 , where x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 all have degree three. For i = 1; 2; 3; 4 let y i be the unique neighbor of x i that is not a neighbor of x i in C, and let x 1 ; x 4 ; y 5 ; y 6 ; : : : ; y k be all the neighbors of x 5 . Thus k 5 by (3.1).
(6.1) Under Hypothesis H, x i 6 = y j for all i = 1; :::; 5 and j = 1; :::; k.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that the result is false. Since G is simple we may assume by symmetry that y 1 = x 4 or y 2 = x 4 or y 2 = x 5 . But y 1 6 = x 4 , because fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g is not the vertex-set of a cycle by (3.6). If y 2 = x 4 then delete x 2 ,x 3 ; x 4 , and 3-color the rest of the graph. Now since x 1 and x 5 have di erent colors we can extend this coloring into fx 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g which would give us a 3-coloring of G, a contradiction. Thus we may assume that y 2 = x 5 . Let H be the drawing obtained form G by deleting the edges x 4 x 5 and x 3 y 3 , and contracting the edges x 2 x 3 and x 3 x 4 . Then H is clearly loopless, it is F-free by (4.5), and it has no contractible cycle of length less than ve by (4.1). Since G is a minimal counterexample, the graph of H can be 3-colored. A 3-coloring of H gives rise to a 3-coloring of Gnx 3 nx 4 in which x 2 and y 4 receive di erent colors. This coloring can be extended to a 3-coloring of G, a contradiction. Proof. It is easy to check that, by (6.1), if c satis es none of the above conditions, then it extends to a 3-coloring of G, a contradiction. Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that y 1 = y 2 = y 3 = y 4 , and that this vertex is adjacent to x 5 . Let H be the drawing obtained from G by deleting V (G) ? fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 ; x 5 ; y 1 g.
Thus the graph of H consists of a pentagon and one vertex adjacent to every vertex of the pentagon. By Euler's formula H has at least four faces that are homeomorphic to open disks, and hence each of them is incident with at least ve edges of H. But the sum of the sizes of all faces is 20, and hence H has precisely four faces, each bounded by a pentagon. On the other hand, H has a vertex y 1 of degree ve, and so for some face the vertex y 1 occurs more than once in the boundary walk bounding that face. Such face cannot be bounded by a pentagon, a contradiction.
(6.4) Under Hypothesis H, x 5 has degree at least four.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that x 5 has degree three. Then there is symmetry between the vertices of C 0 , and so by (6.3) we may assume that y 1 6 = y 3 . Let H be the drawing obtained from G by deleting the vertices x 4 and x 5 , deleting the edge x 2 y 2 , and contracting the edges x 1 y 1 , x 1 x 2 and x 3 y 3 . Then H is clearly loopless, it is F-free by (4.5), and has no contractible cycle of length less than ve by (4.1). On the other hand, every 3-coloring of H extends to a 3-coloring of G, a contradiction.
(6.5) Under Hypothesis H, the vertices y 1 ; y 2 ; y 3 ; y 4 are not equal.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that y 1 = y 2 = y 3 = y 4 , and let H be the drawing obtained from G by deleting x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 and identifying y 1 and x 5 along the path y 1 x 2 x 1 x 5 .
Then H is loopless by (6.3), it is F-free by (4.5), and it has no null-homotopic cycle of length at most four by (4.1). Since G is a minimal counterexample, the drawing H has a 3-coloring, and this 3-coloring gives rise to a 3-coloring of G, a contradiction.
(6.6) Under Hypothesis H, if y i 6 = y i+1 for some i 2 f1; 2; 3g, then the two faces incident with the edge x i x i+1 are pentagons.
Proof. Let f be the face incident with x i x i+1 opposite f 0 , and let u; v be such that the walk bounding f has a subwalk vy i+1 x i+1 x i y i u. By (6.1) x i is not adjacent to y i+1 . By (4.8) f is not bounded by a walk of length at least seven. By (4.10) f is not bounded by a cycle of length six and since the vertices y i ; x i ; x i+1 ; y i+2 are pairwise distinct, we deduce that f is not bounded by a walk of length six, either. Thus f is bounded by a pentagon, as desired.
(6.7) Under Hypothesis H, y i is not adjacent to y i+1 for i = 1; 2; 3.
Proof. To prove that y i is not adjacent to y i+1 we may assume that y i 6 = y i+1 . Then the two faces incident with the edge x i x i+1 are bounded by pentagons by (6.6) . Since y 2 6 = x 4 , y 2 6 = x 5 and y 3 6 = x 5 by (6.1), (4.7) applied to fu; vg = fx i ; x i+1 g implies that y i is not adjacent to y i+1 , as desired.
(6.8) Under Hypothesis H, if y 3 is not adjacent to x 5 , then y 1 6 = y 3 .
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that y 3 is not adjacent to x 5 , and that y 1 = y 3 . Let H be the drawing obtained from Gnx 1 nx 2 by deleting the edges x 2 x 3 and x 4 y 4 , and contracting the edges y 3 x 3 ; x 3 x 4 ; x 4 x 5 . Then H is clearly loopless, it has no null-homotopic cycle of length three or four by (4.1), and is F-free by (4.5) . On the other hand, no 3-coloring of H satis es the conclusion of (6.2), a contradiction. Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that y 2 = y 3 , and that y 1 6 = y 4 . Let H be the drawing obtained from Gnfx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g by adding an edge with ends y 1 and y 4 , placing the edge along the path with vertex-set fy 1 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 ; y 4 g. Then H is loopless, and an argument similar to the one used in the proof of (4.1) shows that H has no contractible cycle of length three of four. Since no 3-coloring of H satis es the conclusion of (6.2), we deduce from the minimality of G that H is not F-free. Thus we may assume that H has a subdrawing F 2 F. Let J be the drawing obtained from G by deleting x 2 , x 3 , and all edges incident with x 5 except x 1 x 5 and x 4 x 5 , and then contracting y 1 x 1 , x 1 x 5 , and x 4 x 5 . If x 5 6 2 V (F), then J has a subdrawing isomorphic to F , contrary to (4.5). Thus x 5 2 V (F). It follows that G has a subdrawing F 0 obtained from F by subdividing one of its edges four times, creating vertices x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 . But x 1 and x 4 are adjacent to x 5 in G, which is easily seen to contradict (3.3) . cycle in G, say C. Thus jE(C)j 10. Since y 1 6 = y 2 , (6.6) implies that both faces incident with x 1 x 2 are bounded by pentagons. Let v 2 V (G) be such that fy 1 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; y 2 ; vg is the vertex-set of one of the pentagons. Let C 0 be the graph obtained from Cnx 1 nx 2 by adding the vertex v and the edges vy 1 and vy 2 . Then jE(C 0 )j 9 and C 0 bounds an open disk 0 by (4.11). By (3.3) the disk 0 includes either one vertex of G of degree three and the incident edges, or no vertices and at most one edge of G. It follows that f 0 \ 0 = ;. Thus both x 4 and v are incident with an edge that belongs to 0 , and hence they are incident with the same edge, and both have degree three in G. The graph Gnfx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 ; vg has a 3-coloring by the minimality of G. This 3-coloring can be extended to a 3-coloring of Gnfx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g (because v is adjacent to only two vertices of Gnfx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g), but no such 3-coloring satis es the conclusion of (6.2), a contradiction. This completes the proof of the claim that H has no null-homotopic cycle of length three of four.
Our next and nal objective will be to show that H is F-free. That will complete the proof, because it will follow that H has a 3-coloring by the minimality of G, and yet no 3-coloring of H satis es the conclusion of (6.2), a contradiction. Thus it remains to show that H is F-free. Suppose for a contradiction that H is not F-free; then we may assume that H has a subdrawing F 2 F. Thus G has a subdrawing F 0 that is obtained from F by repeatedly applying one of the following two operations:
(i) subdividing an edge of F three times, (ii) splitting a vertex of F of degree four into two vertices of degree three, joined by a path of length three. The two operations are applied at most twice, and we deduce from (4.5) that they are, in fact, applied twice. The edges that result from these operations are y 1 x 1 , x 1 x 2 , x 2 y 2 , y 3 x 3 , x 3 x 4 , and x 4 x 5 . We shall refer to them as new edges. There is an obvious bijection between the faces of F and the faces of be the other face of F 0 it is incident with. Again, f 0 3 is also incident with y 3 x 3 and x 4 x 5 . Since G has no separating cycles of length four by (4.4), we deduce that at least one of the triples of new edges does not arise by subdividing a special edge of F . (Special edges were de ned in Section 2; they are those that pass \through" the crosscaps in our pictures.) It follows that f 0 1 is bounded by a walk of length 15 if one of the triples of new edges arose by subdividing a special edge, and otherwise it is bounded by a walk of length at most twelve. We claim the following. To prove (1) let us assume that f 0 2 6 = f 0 3 , and suppose for a contradiction that y 3 x 3 ; x 3 x 4 ; x 4 x 5 arise by means of operation (i). Then x 4 , and one of y 3 ; x 5 have degree two in F 0 . From (3.1) and (6.4) we deduce that x 4 and one of y 3 ; x 5 are each incident with an edge of E(G) ?E(F 0 )?fx 2 x 3 ; x 1 x 5 g, say e 1 and e 2 . It can be shown that e 1 6 = e 2 , but we shall not need this fact until later, when it will be easier to prove. Assume rst that f 0 3 6 = f 0 1 . Then f 0 3 has size at most nine (every face of F has size at most six, and in this case at most one of the operations (i), (ii) a ected the boundary of f 0 3 ), and hence at most one of e 1 ; e 2 belongs to f 0 3 by (3.3). Thus the other element of fe 1 ; e 2 g belongs to f 0 1 , in addition to the edges x 1 x 5 and x 2 x 3 . Those three edges divide f 0 1 into at least four faces, each of size at least ve. Thus f 0 1 has size at least 14, and hence one of the triples of new edges arises by subdividing a special edge. But f 0 3 6 = f 0 1 , and so this triple is y 1 x 1 ; x 1 x 2 ; x 2 y 2 . But one of y 1 ; y 2 has degree two in F 0 , and so is incident with an edge of E(G) ? E(F 0 ). Since f 0 1 is bounded by a walk of length 15, we deduce that it must be incident with an element of fe 1 ; e 2 g. A simple case-checking (using only the fact that every face of G has size at least ve) reveals that this is impossible. Thus f 0 3 = f 0 1 . Now it can be fairly easily checked that e 1 6 = e 2 . Since f 0 1 includes the edges x 1 x 5 ; x 2 x 3 , e 1 ; e 2 we have a contradiction, because f 0 1 has size at most 15, and yet every face of G has size at least ve. This completes the proof of (1).
We now claim that f 0 2 = f 0 3 . To prove this claim suppose for a contradiction that f 0 2 6 = f 0 3 . Then, by (1), the edges y 3 x 3 ; x 3 x 4 ; x 4 x 5 arise by means of operation (ii). Since F 0 has no vertex of degree four and G has no separating cycle of length four, we may * * Figure 6 . An example of a drawing.
assume that F = F 1 or F = F 2 . In either case we assume that the vertices of F are numbered as in Figure 1 , and from the symmetry we may assume that the vertex being split to produce y 3 x 3 ; x 3 x 4 ; x 4 x 5 is v 1 . Since G has no separating cycles of length four, we see that one of the new vertices resulting from splitting v 1 is adjacent to v 4 and v 5 , and the other is adjacent to v 2 and v 7 . Let f 00 be the face of F 0 corresponding to the face of F bounded by the walk v 1 v 2 v 4 v 3 v 2 v 4 v 1 . If f 0 1 = f 00 , then the fact that every face of G has size at least ve implies that y 2 ; x 2 ; x 1 ; y 1 all have degree three in G, and hence G has a cycle of length six with all vertices of degree three (consider the cycle of F 0 that corresponds to the cycle of F with vertex-set fv 2 ; v 3 ; v 4 g), contrary to (3.6). Thus f 0 1 6 = f 00 , and hence f 00 has size nine. Also, from the symmetry we may assume that F = F 2 . By (3.3), f 00 includes either one vertex of G of degree three, or no vertices and at most one edge of G. It cannot be the former, for such vertex would have to be adjacent to x 4 , and its other two neighbors would have to be equal, contrary to (3.1). But x 4 has degree two in F 0 , and so f 00 includes an edge of G incident with x 4 . It follows that this edge is incident with a face of G of size six. By (4.10) this face is not bounded by a cycle. This fact uniquely speci es the other end of the edge of E(G) ? E(F 0 ) incident with x 4 . Using the same arguments we deduce that G is isomorphic to the drawing depicted in Figure 6 . That drawing, however, has a cycle of length ten with all vertices of degree three, contrary to (3.6) . This contradiction proves that f 0 2 = f 0 3 . Since f 0 2 = f 0 3 and since G has no separating cycles of length four, we deduce that F is isomorphic to F 0 , and so we may assume that F = F 0 , with its vertices numbered as in Figure 1 . Now there are ve possibilities for what f 0 1 may look like, depicted in Figure 7 . In the rst G has a separating cycle of length four, contrary to (4.4); in the remaining four G has a face bounded by a cycle of length six, contrary to (4.10). From (6.11) we deduce that (2.1) holds, as desired.
